
In Britain, when someone gets old they often go to live in a home with other old people where there 
are nurses to look after them. Sometimes the government has to pay for this care.

Who do you think should pay for this care, the government or the family?

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge or 
experience.

Trying to overcome some of the problems of infinite in the way of living, our mothers and fathers 
from the beginning of the time went through the process of civilization and initiated to invent some 
concepts like government. In the meantime, the fact of aging is standing in front of every living thing 
and even non-living and as far as I am concerned, modern social-democratic societies is going to face 
this issue using some more social solution like government. Accordingly, from my point of view this is 
one of those area which governments should play the main role in.

 

Firstly, I think this is fair enough to be paid back after a restless juncture of life which has been spent 
to work and doing social tasks. Actually due to the new forms of governments which rely on tax and 
duties, we can define a doubtless duty upon the governments to take care of those who worked and 
take their parts in social life one day. Moreover, their young children are defraying to the government 
their own income to solve some of these issues. Besides, putting more pressure on the youngsters 
who are the main positive motive of the social capital, is an unwise choice in order to amortize this 
incontrovertible mainspring of development.

 

Secondly, some things are beyond the reasoning obviously like moral issues. Life will present itself to 
every single human-kind in the right moment. Simply, this day of an old man will be yours one day. 
Therefore, as a nobleman said, do whatever you expect from the others for you. Considering the 
simple fact that society is a human gathering to become more powerful. Maybe we cannot prevent 
the aging physically but compared to the ancient vulnerable jungle-man it seems that we can go one 
step further in civilization with protecting each other in hardship and try not to leave oldsters alone.

 

To put it in a nutshell, I deeply go for this successful attitude either to support others or me myself. 
Both will be achievable through some kind of this processes which consist of macro structures like 
governments.


